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Dissertation Structure

Tips for surviving your dissertation

which thing should have to aviod

Table of contents and references

keep in mind that !

Get a good idea of what you want to write about, and
then narrow it down to a single topic. You can do this
by finding your purpose statement, which is
something you want to accomplish in the
dissertation. It might be something like “I will learn
how to write an effective abstract” or “I will learn
how to write an effective introduction” or even
something as simple as “I will learn how to write a
good conclusion.”

Make sure that every sentence has a subject
and object. You should always know who or
what you are talking about in each sentence of
your writing; otherwise, it won't make sense!

Remember that you are not alone in this
process—there are other students at
Dissertation Guru who have completed their
dissertations and are ready to help you if you
need it!

Make sure that every sentence has a
subject and object. You should always
know who or what you are talking about in
each sentence of your writing; otherwise,
it won't make sense!

Make sure that each paragraph has a clear
beginning, middle, and end with transitional
words like "first," "next," "finally," etc. so that
everything flows smoothly together when
reading through the document later on down
the line 

keep it short
make it clear
Use evidence-based research to back
up your claims and conclusions.
Use proper grammar and punctuation,
and cite sources in MLA or APA format.

Have a plan.
Research the topic thoroughly.
Try to write in a way that is easy to
understand.
Make sure you cite all your sources and
reference them in your writing.
Make sure your dissertation is well-
written, organized, and easy to read.

Include a table of contents and references
at the end of your dissertation in order to
make it easier for readers to find what
they're looking for in your work; this also
helps with citations!
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